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FIORENZO  NADA - {BRUNO  NADA} 
 
 Bruno Nada is the son of a vine-grower who, typical of his generation, initially had little interest in farming 
and left home to study, first in Turin, then in Asti and eventually wound up as a teacher in the Hotel Institute of Ba-
rolo. While his interest in farming may not have been extraordinary, his interest in wine was, and he constantly took 
courses and read books in an attempt to further his knowledge in the field. The more he studied, the more he devel-
oped a passion for his home, the Cascina Rombone, near Treiso in the southern reaches of the Barbaresco region.  
 
 Cascina Rombone was originally the core of a large property of vineyards owned by Carlo Nada, which was 
divided among his four sons in the 1950’s. The actual cascina and the vineyards on what is now regarded as the crus 
of “Rombone” and “Manzola” were left to his youngest son Fiorenzo, Bruno’s father, who continued to till the 
land, selling the fruit off to local wineries. In 1982, Bruno finally proposed to his father that they build a cellar and 
begin producing and bottling their own wine. His sole response was “Pruvuma,” local dialect for “Let’s try”. 
 
 The Fiorenzo Nada winery today comprises the same seven hectares that Fiorenzo had worked this entire life 
and the wines produced are only made from the fruit of these vineyards. Fiorenzo has instilled in his son and tremen-
dous respect for the traditions of the past, yet Bruno is always tinkering and trying to find ways to improve his 
wines. To this end he relies on the expert advice of an old friend, the enologist Giuseppe Caviola. Mr. Caviola has 
since become regarded as one of the leading enologists in all of Italy. 
 
 Fiorenzo and Bruno’s range of wines toe the line between tradition and innovation. The basic Barbaresco is 
only aged in large cask and shows the classic restraint and elegance of the traditional style, while the Barbaresco 
“Rombone” and the barbera and nebbiolo blend called “Seifile” show the sheen of new oak without overwhelming 
the Rombone characteristics. Dolcetto has a long history in the Treiso commune, as much of the terrain is at a higher 
altitude than that which the nebbiolo vine prefers and the Nada’s example of this wine is superb. Few years ago they 
have also added Barbera, and Nebbiolo Langhe to their range of wines. 

Above left: Bruno in his cellar inspecting the fruit of his labor.  
Right: A view of the slopes of the Rombone hill. 



NADA  - {BRUNO  NADA} 
 

Property Name: Nada Fiorenzo Viticoltore Region: Piemonte Total size: 12 ha 
Established: 1921 Province: Cuneo Total vineyards: 7 ha 
Township: Treiso Wine area: Barbaresco DOCG Years planted: 1935-1945 

Owner’s name: Bruno & Dina Nada Oenologist: Bruno Nada & 
Giuseppe Caviola Replanting: 1965, 1990, 1997, 2003 

Total Production: 35,000 Agronomist: Dr. Giampiero Romana Soil: Calcareous claying 
Territory: Rolling hills Gen. Manager Bruno Nada Yield per vine: 1 – 1.3 kg 
Elevation: 280 m asl average Cellar Capacity: 550 hl Density: 4,500-5,500-6,000 per ha 
First Traded: 1982 Wood: 250 hl Training: Guyot -  
 

 The Nada property was once one of the most important properties in the commune of Treiso, but was divided among four 
 sons by Carlo Nada, Bruno’s grandfather. 
 Treiso was once regarded as being too high in altitude for the nebbiolo grape, and therefore dolcetto has become a bit of a 
 local specialty as well. 
 The Fiorenzo Nada winery is considered one of the most respected in the commune of Treiso.The harvesting is made by hand. 
 

WINES CLASSIFICATION - FERMENTATION & AGING GRAPES AVG. PROD. 
BARBARESCO - DOCG 
Min. 13.0% alc/vol 
 
 
 
 

BARBARESCO DOCG 
The grapes, from five vineyards within the Rombone and 
Manzola crus, are destemmed and crushed prior to 10-12 
days in stainless steel tanks of fermentation and 
maceration at a maximum temperature of 30°C (86ºF). 
After the malolactic fermentation has completed, the wine 
is racked into 25hl oak casks where it ages for 18 months, 
followed by another 12 in the bottle. 

 Nebbiolo 100% 10,000 bottles 

BARBARESCO  ROMBONE 
DOCG 
Min. 13.5% alc/vol 
 
 
 
 

BARBARESCO DOCG 
Harvested from 40 year-old vines within the Rombone 

cru, the alcoholic fermentation takes place in temperature 
controlled, stainless steel tanks for ten-twelve days. For 
the malolactic fermentation, the wine is transferred into  
French barriques (Allier & Tronçais), mostly new, where it 
then continues to age for another 16-18 months. The wine 
is put to market after an additional 14 months of bottle 
aging. 

Nebbiolo 100% 4,000 btls 

“SEIFILE” 
Min. 13.5% alc/vol 
The name comes from the 6 rows 
 (sei file) where the grapes where 
 grown. 
 

LANGHE ROSSO DOC 
The grapes are harvested from very old barbera  and 
nebbiolo vines.  They are crushed separately, first the 
barbera and subsequently the nebbiolo.  Separate 
alcoholic fermentation in temperature controlled stainless 
steel tanks.  The wines are blended in French wood 
barriques (Allier & Tronçais) [mostly new] where the 
malolactic fermentation takes place and where they age 
for about 16 months followed by 14 months in bottle. 

 Barbera 70-80% 
 Nebbiolo 30-20% 

3,000 btls 
Produced since 
1988 and at the 
same 
production 
quantity since 
1993. 

DOLCETTO D’ALBA DOC 
Min. 12.5%  
 
 
 
 

DOLCETTO D’ALBA DOC 
The dolcetto grapes are harvested from a 1.75 hectares 
parcel of densely planted vines in the Rombone vineyard. 
The grapes and crushed and a temperature-controlled 
fermentation for 6-8 days, followed by the malolactic 
fermentation all takes place in stainless steel tanks where 
it will continue to rest for another 8 months, followed by 
three more in the bottle. 

Dolcetto 100% 10,000  btls 

BARBERA D’ALBA DOC 
Min. 12.5%  
 
 
 
 
 

BARBERA D’ALBA DOC 
Barbera grapes from vines planted in 1997 in the 
Rombone cru are harvested by hand, crushed and 
fermented for 8-10 days in stainless steel tanks where the 
malolactic fermentation also takes place. Once completely 
settled, the wine is transferred to used French barriques, 
where it ages for 6-8 months. After an additional 6 months 
in the bottle, the wine is ready to be marketed. 

Barbera 100% 
 

4,000 btls 

NEBBIOLO LANGHE DOC 
Min. 12.5%  
 
 
 
 

NEBBIOLO LANGHE DOC 
Made with grapes grown on the younger vines and with 
less fortunate exposure. Fermented & macerated for 8-10 
days. Once completely settled, the wine is transferred to 
used French barriques, where it ages for 6-8 months. After 
an additional 6 months in the bottle, the wine is ready to 
be marketed. 

Nebbiolo 100% 6,600  btls 

For information, call: Paolo Boselli - Tel (718) 263-4094 - Fax (718) 263-4409  -  March 08, 2007 
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2006 Fiorenzo NadaBarbaresco Rombone 
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Nebbiolo Dry Red Table wine from  
Rombone, Treiso, Barbaresco, Piedmont, Italy  

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity 
Current 

(Release) 
Cost  

Wine Advocate # 185 
Oct 2009 

Antonio 
Galloni 93 Drink: 2011 

- 2021 $42 (87) 

The 2006 Barbaresco Rombone is a deep, layered wine of crystalline precision. A 
compelling bouquet of menthol, spices, iron and succulent cherries resonates on the 
palate, where the wine shows remarkable elegance and class in a mid-weight yet firm 
style. The finish is long, pure and impeccable. The 2006 Rombone is a smaller-scaled 
wine than is usually the case, but it is beautiful all the same. Anticipated maturity: 2011-
2021.  
 
This is a wonderful set of wines from Bruno Nada, a small artisan producer based in 
Treiso who embodies all of the finest qualities of the Piedmontese grower spirit. 

   
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
2005 Fiorenzo NadaBarbaresco Manzola 
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Nebbiolo Dry Red Table wine from  
Barbaresco, Piedmont, Italy  

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity 
Current 

(Release) 
Cost  

Wine Advocate # 185 
Oct 2009 

Antonio 
Galloni 91 Drink: 2012 

- 2022 $67 (67) 

The 2005 Barbaresco Manzola is a linear, focused offering laced with high-toned red 
fruits, flowers, minerals and spices. It remains rather compact, yet energetic, and could 
very well merit a higher score if it fills out a bit. For now, the 2005 Manzola looks like it 
needs at least a few more years in bottle before it comes around. Anticipated maturity: 
2012-2022. This is a wonderful set of wines from Bruno Nada, a small artisan producer 
based in Treiso who embodies all of the finest qualities of the Piedmontese grower 
spirit. 

   
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 



 
 
2006 Fiorenzo NadaRosso Seifile 
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Proprietary Blend Dry Red Table wine from  
Langhe, Piedmont, Italy  

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity 
Current 

(Release) 
Cost  

Wine Advocate # 185 
Oct 2009 

Antonio 
Galloni 92+ Drink: 2010 

- 2018 $87 (87) 

Nada’s 2006 Seifile is another gorgeous wine blessed with superb delineation and 
focus. This blend of 80% old-vine Barbera and 20% Nebbiolo (from the Rombone 
vineyard) possesses striking clarity and inner perfume that accompanies the fruit all the 
way to the long, refined finish. The 2006 is a relatively mid-weight version of this wine, 
yet it offers notable balance, not to mention tons of style. The wine is approachable 
today, but personally I tend to drink my bottles around age 8-10. A recent bottle of the 
1999 was splendid. Anticipated maturity: 2010-2018.  
 
This is a wonderful set of wines from Bruno Nada, a small artisan producer based in 
Treiso who embodies all of the finest qualities of the Piedmontese grower spirit. 

   
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
2005 Fiorenzo NadaBarbaresco Rombone 
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Nebbiolo Dry Red Table wine from  
Rombone, Treiso, Barbaresco, Piedmont, Italy  

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity 
Current 

(Release) 
Cost  

Wine Advocate # 179 
Oct 2008 

Antonio 
Galloni 92 Drink: 2009 

- 2018 $90 (90) 

The 2005 Barbaresco Rombone is a massive wine loaded with tons of primary fruit. 
Notes of menthol, pine and spices develop as this large-scaled, sweeping Barbaresco 
opens in the glass. The oak is beautifully integrated in this vintage. Readers will be 
tempted to taste this soft, accessible Barbaresco in its youth, but the wine is sure to 
improve with further cellaring. This is a gem in the making. Anticipated maturity: 2009-
2018.  

It’s nice to see Bruno Nada, one of Piedmont’s genuinely good guys, bounce back after 
a set of lackluster 2004s. Like many producers in Piedmont, Nada has scaled back on 
the new French oak and his wines are better than ever. 

   
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
 
 
 



 
 
2005 Fiorenzo Nada Langhe Rosso Seifile 
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Proprietary Blend Dry Red Table wine from  
Langhe, Piedmont, Italy  

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity 
Current 

(Release) 
Cost  

Wine Advocate # 179 
Oct 2008 

Antonio 
Galloni 93 Drink: 2009 

- 2020 $90 (90) 

The 2005 Seifile unites elegance, structure and power with inimitable style. This blend 
of old-vine Barbera and Nebbiolo from the Rombone vineyard shimmers on the palate 
with bright perfumed fruit that covers much of the wine’s significant structure. There is 
clarity, precision and freshness to spare here. Generally I am not the biggest fan of the 
Piedmontese blends, but this pure-breed wine is simply awesome. Seifile is hard to find, 
even in Italy, but it is well worth the effort in 2005. Anticipated maturity: 2009-2020.  
 
It’s nice to see Bruno Nada, one of Piedmont’s genuinely good guys, bounce back after 
a set of lackluster 2004s. Like many producers in Piedmont, Nada has scaled back on 
the new French oak and his wines are better than ever. 

   
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
 
2007 Fiorenzo Nada Langhe Rosso Seifile  
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Proprietary Blend Dry Red Table wine from Langhe, Piedmont, Italy 

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity Current 
(Release) Cost

Wine Advocate # 193 
Feb 2011 

Antonio 
Galloni 94 Drink: N/A $50 (50) 

  
The Langhe Rosso Seifile is the strongest of these 2007s. A blend of old-vine Barbera and 
Nebbiolo, the Seifile literally sparkles on the palate with wonderfully nuanced, vibrant dark 
fruit. Hints of tar, licorice, new leather and French oak are nicely woven throughout, 
adding considerable complexity and dimension. This is a terrific effort from Bruno Nada, 
but ideally the wine needs at least another few years in bottle to truly shine. Anticipated 
maturity: 2015-2022. 
 
 
 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
2007 Fiorenzo Nada Barbaresco Manzola  
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Nebbiolo Dry Red Table wine from Barbaresco, Piedmont, Italy 

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity Current 
(Release) Cost

Wine Advocate # 193 
Feb 2011 

Antonio 
Galloni 91 

Drink: 
2014 - 
2024 

$39 (39) 

  
 
Nada’s 2007 Barbaresco Manzola is surprisingly reticent at the outset. With time in the 
glass the wine opens up to reveal generous red berries, flowers, licorice and minerals. The 
medium-bodied Barbaresco reconciles the warm, radiant personality of the vintage with a 
classic, structured frame. A mineral-laced finish rounds things out nicely. Anticipated 
maturity: 2014-2024. 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
2007 Fiorenzo Nada Barbaresco Rombone  
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Nebbiolo Dry Red Table wine from  
Rombone, Treiso, Barbaresco, Piedmont, Italy 

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity Current 
(Release) Cost

Wine Advocate # 193 
Feb 2011 

Antonio 
Galloni 93 

Drink: 
2014 - 
2024 

$50 (50) 

  
The 2007 Barbaresco Rombone offers up rich, textured layers of dark fruit, sweet spices, 
menthol and black cherries. It is a decidedly inward yet sensual, mysterious wine that only 
shows a fraction of its ultimate potential. With time, the tannins soften a touch, revealing 
an expressive core of fruit and a creamy, voluptuous finish. The French oak seems better 
balanced in this vintage than has sometimes been the case. Anticipated maturity: 2014-
2024. 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
2008 Fiorenzo Nada Barbaresco Rombone  
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Nebbiolo Dry Red Table wine from  
Rombone, Treiso, Barbaresco, Piedmont, Italy 

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity Current 
(Release) Cost

Wine Advocate #200 
Apr 2012 

Antonio 
Galloni 94 Drink: 2016 

- 2028 $52 (52) 

The 2008 Barbaresco Rombone bursts from the glass with exotic dark fruit, mocha, 
spices, new leather and licorice. This large-scaled, dramatic wine is one of the richest, 
most powerful Barbareschi made in 2008.  It possesses stunning depth and first-class 
elegance. Anticipated maturity: 2016-2028. 



 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 

  
 
2008 Fiorenzo Nada Langhe Rosso Seifile  
Fiorenzo Nada  
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Proprietary Blend Dry Red Table wine from  
Langhe, Piedmont, Italy 

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity Current 
(Release) Cost

Wine Advocate #200 
Apr 2012 

Antonio 
Galloni 93 Drink: 2016 

- 2026 $52 (52) 

The 2008 Langhe Rosso Seifile is especially sleek and refined in this vintage, reflecting the 
personality of the year. Ripe, silky tannins support an expressive core of dark red plums, 
menthol, leather and spices in this polished red. The 2008 is a restrained Seifile, but it 
works. A subtle, understated finish rounds out this stylish old-vine Barbera/Nebbiolo blend. 
Anticipated maturity: 2016-2026.  
 
 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
 
 
2008 Fiorenzo Nada Barbaresco Manzola  
Fiorenzo Nada  
A Nebbiolo Dry Red Table wine from  
Manzola, Treiso, Barbaresco, Piedmont, Italy 

Source Reviewer Rating Maturity 
Current 

(Release) 
Cost 

Wine Advocate #200 
Apr 2012 

Antonio 
Galloni 93 Drink: 2013 

- 2023 $40 (40) 

The 2008 Barbaresco Manzola is impressive for its depth and purity. It 
shows gorgeous richness and tons of sheer appeal from start to finish. 
Sweet red cherries, flowers, mint and licorice are some of the notes that 
flesh out in this hugely delicious Barbaresco. Floral notes appear to 
brighten up the finish. Anticipated maturity: 2013-2023.  

     
 
 
 
 



Wine Spectator  
Fiorenzo  Nada 
 
Langhe Seifile 1996  

   

A real beauty. As dark as ink, it reveals little in the aromas 
except a hint that this wine is deep. Full-bodied, ultrasmooth and 
packed with well-integrated oak that's deftly toasted and an 
intriguing petrol note. Plenty of concentration of black fruit, with 
round tannins. Drink now through 2005. 250 cases made. –PM 

Score: 95 
Release Price: $60  

Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 

Issue: Nov 15, 1999 

 
Barbaresco Rombone 2000  

   

Fantastic aromas of sliced plum, Indian spice and hints of new 
oak. Full-bodied, with velvety tannins and beautiful fruit. I love 
the finish, with its lovely ripe fruit and fine tannins in an elegant 
package. Best after 2008. 330 cases made. –JS 

Score: 92 | Price: $79 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Nov 15, 2003 

 
Barbaresco 2000  

   

Very plummy, with a hint of fresh herb. Medium- to full-bodied, 
with soft tannins and a medium, chewy finish. Nice. Best after 
2006. 650 cases made. –JS 

Score: 87 | Price: $59 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Nov 15, 2003 

 
Barbaresco Rombone 2001  

   

Very floral, with berry and strawberry aromas that follow through 
to a full-bodied palate, with round tannins and a fresh finish. 
Best after 2007. 350 cases made. –JS 

Score: 91 | Price: $73 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Dec 31, 2004 

 
Barbaresco 2001  

   

A silky and fine wine with lovely berry and light plum character 
on the nose and palate. Medium-bodied, with refined tannins 
and a light finish. Best after 2006. 830 cases made. –JS 

Score: 88 | Price: $56 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Feb 28, 2006 

 
Langhe Seifile 2001  

   

Lots of smoke, berry and cherry character. Rich and full on the 
palate with soft, silky tannins and a long, long finish. This is 
luscious and delicious. Barbera and Nebbiolo. Drink now. 250 
cases made. –JS 

Score: 90 | Price: $73 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Dec 31, 2005 



 
Barbaresco Rombone 2003  

   

Wonderful aromas of strawberry and flowers follow through to a 
full-bodied palate, with velvety tannins and a long, long finish. 
Very balanced and rich. Best after 2008. 330 cases made. –JS 

Score: 91 | Price: $73 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Sep 30, 2006 

 
Barbaresco 2003  

   

Plenty of dried flowers, licorice and berries on the nose. Full-
bodied, with soft, silky tannins and a long, fruity finish. Balanced 
and already delicious. Best after 2008. 550 cases made. –JS 

Score: 90 | Price: $56 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Sep 30, 2006 

 
Barbera d'Alba 2003  

   

A round, fruity wine with lemon and berry character. Medium-
bodied, with good fruit and a fresh finish. Solid wine. Drink now. 
330 cases made. –JS 

Score: 86 | Price: $26 
Country: Italy 

Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Web Only (2006) 

 
Langhe Seifile 2004  

   

There's lots of concentration in this wine, with blackberry and 
roasted coffee bean aromas and flavors. Full, soft, round and 
velvety. Big and juicy. Very rich. Barbera and Nebbiolo. Best 
after 2008. 250 cases made. –JS 

Score: 90 
Release Price: $74  

Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 

Issue: Dec 15, 2007 

 
Barbera d'Alba  2005  

   

There's lots of mineral, blackberry and licorice character. Full-bodied, with 
fine tannins and a balanced, flavorful finish. Has plenty of tar character in the 
end. Drink now. 330 cases made. –JS 

Score: 88 
Release Price: $26  

Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 

Issue: Dec 15, 2007 
 
 

Barbaresco Rombone 2004  
   

This has subtle, complex aromas of tarragon, plum and tea leaves. 
Full-bodied, with velvety tannins and a long finish. A little chewy, but 
balanced and finely textured. Best after 2011. 330 cases made. –JS 

Score: 89 
Release Price: $74  

Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 

Issue: Web Only (2007) 
 
 
 



 
 

Barbaresco  Manzola 2005   
   

Score: 92 
Release Price: $56 
Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Dec 15, 2009 
  
Blackberry and sandalwood aromas lead to a full body, with velvety tannins and a powerful 
palate. Builds on the finish. Still young and backward. Best after 2011. 550 cases made. –JS 
 
@ 

    Barbaresco Rombone 200  
   

Score: 93 
Release Price: $52 
Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Nov 30, 2012 
 Pretty floral, cherry, raspberry and spice aromas and flavors marry beautifully with the vibrant 
structure. This is still tight, yet with precision balance and a mineral note on the long, expressive 
finish. Best from 2014 through 2025. 4,000 cases made. –BS 
 
 

Barbaresco Manzola 2009  
Score: 91 
Release Price: $40 
Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Feb 28, 2013 
A compact, linear style, exhibiting floral, cherry, berry and spice flavors matched 
to a steely structure. A bit dry, but needs time to find balance. Fine length. Best 
from 2015 through 2027. 550 cases made. –BS  
 
 
Barbaresco Rombone 2009  
Score: 90 
Release Price: $52 
Country: Italy 
Region: Piedmont 
Issue: Feb 28, 2013 
Cherry and tobacco flavors are soon taken over by stiff tannins, and the finish is 
pinched now, but there's adequate fruit and sweetness for balance in the end. 
Best from 2015 through 2027. 333 cases made. –BS` 



NADA_Fiorenzo_scheda_punteggi_Barbarescos_2013_da_DaniloNada_021717 

 

VINUS     OF  ANTONIO GALLONI     -   BARBARESCO  2013- 
 

 

 
Vintage  Producer Name Tasting Notes Score Author 

Drinking 

Window 

Release 

Price 

Review 

Date 

  

 

2013 Fiorenzo Nada Barbaresco 
Montaribaldi 

An addition to the range, the 2013 Barbaresco 

Montaribaldi is magnificent. Dark spices, 

lavender, sage, menthol and dark cherries are 

front and center. Large-scaled, ample and 

super-expressive, the Montaribaldi captures the 

power and intensity of this site. Sweet 

mentholated notes round out the finish. What a 

gorgeous wine this is. The 2013 spent two full 

years in cask. It needs time to shed some 

tannin, but it is fabulous even at this early stage. 

-- Antonio Galloni 

96 Antonio 

Galloni 

2020 - 

2033 

Not 

Available 

Oct 

2016 

  

 

2013 Fiorenzo Nada Barbaresco 
Rombone 

Nada's flagship Barbaresco Rombone is superb 

in 2013. Translucent and weightless, the 

intensity of Rombone comes through in an 

especially understated voice relative to the more 

explosive personality this wine usually shows. 

Exotic spice and mentholated notes round out 

94 Antonio 

Galloni 

2019 - 

2028 

$52.00 Oct 

2016 



NADA_Fiorenzo_scheda_punteggi_Barbarescos_2013_da_DaniloNada_021717 

 
Vintage  Producer Name Tasting Notes Score Author 

Drinking 

Window 

Release 

Price 

Review 

Date 

the dark, balsamic-inflected notes. The 

Rombone spent one year in French oak and a 

second year in cask. In this vintage, the 

Rombone also comes across as a bit less 

modern in interpretation than in the past. 

-- Antonio Galloni 

 

  

 

2013 Fiorenzo Nada Barbaresco 
Manzola 

The 2013 Barbaresco Manzola is soft, succulent 

and inviting for a young Barbaresco. Mid-weight, 

gracious and supple, the 2013 speaks to 

balance above all else. High-toned aromatics 

meld into a core of sweet red cherry, chalk, mint, 

pine, tobacco and white pepper. This is the most 

feminine and gracious Barbaresco in Nada's 

range. In 2013, the Manzola is pure finesse. 

-- Antonio Galloni 

94 Antonio 

Galloni 

2019 - 

2028 

$42.00 Oct 

2016 

          

  

2013 Fiorenzo Nada Seifile The 2013 Seifile, Nada's old-vine 

Barbera/Nebbiolo blend, is soft, succulent and 

inviting, with plenty of dark red cherry, blueberry, 

spice, leather and mocha overtones. Silky 

tannins add to the wine's creamy, resonant 

93 Antonio 

Galloni 

2017 - 

2023 

$52.00 Oct 

2016 



NADA_Fiorenzo_scheda_punteggi_Barbarescos_2013_da_DaniloNada_021717 

 
Vintage  Producer Name Tasting Notes Score Author 

Drinking 

Window 

Release 

Price 

Review 

Date 

personality. I would prefer to drink the 2013 

sooner rather than later, while the Barbera fruit 

is still popping. 

-- Antonio Galloni 

 



NADA_Fiorenzo_scheda_punteggi_Dolcetto_&_Barbera_d'Alba_+_Nebbiolo_Langhe_da_DaniloNada_022217 

 

VINUS   OF  ANTONIO GALLONI  - Nebbiolo ’14 – Barbera ’14 – Dolcetto ‘15 

 

 
Vintage Producer Name Tasting Notes Score Author 

Drinking 

Window 

Release 

Price 

Review 

Date 

  

Find it Online 

2015 Fiorenzo 

Nada 

Dolcetto 

d'Alba 

The 2015 Dolcetto d'Alba is a gorgeous wine that captures 

the richness and radiance of the vintage, while maintaining 

terrific freshness, something that is exceedingly rare in 2015. 

Sweet red cherry, plum, rose petal and pomegranate and a 

characteristic bitter (but not at all unpleasant) note opens up 

on the finish. This is as good as it gets for Dolcetto. 

-- Antonio Galloni 

90 Antonio 

Galloni 

2017 - 

2021 

$16.00 Feb 

2017 

 

 
Vintage Producer Name Tasting Notes Score Author 

Drinking 

Window 

Release 

Price 

Review 

Date 

  

Find it Online 

2014 Fiorenzo 

Nada 

Barbera 

d'Alba 

The 2014 Barbera d'Alba is bright, focused and juicy, in other 

words everything Barbera should be. Juicy red cherry, plum, 

pomegranate, cinnamon and sweet spices infuse this striking, 

highly nuanced Barbera. The 2014 is a bit compact, but it 

offers terrific energy and focus, while there is notable 

structure underpinning the fruit. Nada's Barbera d'Alba is a 

91 Antonio 

Galloni 

2017 - 

2020 

$27.00 Feb 

2017 



NADA_Fiorenzo_scheda_punteggi_Dolcetto_&_Barbera_d'Alba_+_Nebbiolo_Langhe_da_DaniloNada_022217 

 
Vintage Producer Name Tasting Notes Score Author 

Drinking 

Window 

Release 

Price 

Review 
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rare dark horse in the tricky 2014 vintage. 

-- Antonio Galloni 
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2014 Fiorenzo 

Nada 

Langhe 

Nebbiolo 

The 2014 Langhe Nebbiolo emerges from young vines and 

less favorable positions in the Manzola and Rombone 

vineyards. Rich, juicy and expressive, the 2014 offers 

notable depth and intensity in a style that marries the 

freshness of the vintage with the texture and pliancy that is 

such a signature here. Sweet red plum, blood orange, exotic 

spices and rose petals hit the nuanced, inviting finish. 

-- Antonio Galloni 
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